
 

 

Sampleset Verschueren organ - Grafhorst (NL) 
 

 
History and specification of the organ 
The organ of the ‘Hervormde kerk’ in Grafhorst (the Netherlands) has been built by the Dutch 
organbuilder Verschueren in 1962 as opus 562. The commissioning took place on 4 juli 1962            
by Lambert Kwakkel, former organist of the ‘Grote kerk’ in Zwolle (NL).                                             
The organ has a mechanical traction. The keyboards are situated at the left side. 

 

Disposition 
Hoofdwerk:  Prestant 8', Bourdon 8', Octaaf 4', Blokfluit 4', Quint 2 2/3', Superoctaaf 2',              

Terts 1 1/3', Mixtuur II-III sterk, Trompet 8'. 
Nevenwerk:  Holpijp 8', Zingend Prestant 4', Roerfluit 4', Nachthoorn 2'. 
Pedaal:  Subbas 16', Octaafbas 8', Baarpijp 4'. 
Couplers:  Hoofdwerk - Nevenwerk, Pedaal - Hoofdwerk, Pedaal - Nevenwerk. 

Tremulant 
 
 

 

Features 

Sample Quality                           
The samples are offered in 24bit/48kHz quality (downsampled from 96kHz) with a single release and 
up to 8 loops per sample.  The reverberation time is about 1-3 seconds. No sampled tremulant. 
Minimal voicing and pipe speech corrections. Part of the post-processing was done using automated 
processing without human intervention. 

Format                                                                                                                                                 
The samples and definition file of the set are encrypted in the special .hbw /.hbx Hauptwerk encryption 
format and thus they can’t be edited or recompiled. The set doesn’t acquire a dongle update and is 
available for free Hauptwerk users also within the limitations which the free version offers. 

Moist (semi-dry)               
The recording was partly done in front of the organ case. The samples still contain some reverberation 
of the church, although the direct sound of pipes prevails. It is approximately the recording of the 
position of the organist. The combination of moist and dry is perfect for who like dryer acoustics for 

home practicing.. It may sound quite natural in the home ce.  

Dry                  
Also some stops were recorded in the organ case. The samples contain almost exclusively the dry 

sound of the pipes. the result. 

Tuning                                                                                                                                                    
The organ is presented with original compass with a tuning of A=440Hz.                                                

It has 16 stops and two manuals (56 keys) and pedal (30 keys). with 54 keys, a pedal of 30 keys. 

The temperament is equal. 

RAM consumption                                                                                                                                                
The full sample set loaded in 24-bit uncompressed quality with all loops: 1,52Gb.                                 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 


